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'Weber's Force versus Lorentz's Force

Abstract
We make a comparison between Weber's force and Lorentz's force. First, we present the
historical appearance of these two forces. Then we show their theoretical and conceptual
differences. After this we discuss !lome different predictions of experiments with these two
expressions showing how they can be distinguished in the laboratory.
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mSTORlCAL BACKGROUND
In this work we compare the forces of Weber and Lorentz. To
we present how these expressions appeared historically. (I)
Newton presented his law of universal gravitation in 1687, in
Principia. Inspired by Newton's law, Coulomb arrived at his
exerted by charge q2 on ql in 1785. With vectorial notation
the Systeme International of mksa units it can be written
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This shows that the force exerted by a closed circuit on a current
eit:ment of another circuit is always orthogonal to this element.
If we define the magnetic field of a closed circuit by
(6)
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then we can write Ampere's force (5) as
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expression 80 = 8.85 X 10- C ·N· ·m- is the
of free space, the charges ql and q2 are located at r I
r l - r 2 , r = Ir I, and i =-= r/r.
. force can be derived from a potential energy given by
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In 1845 the mathematician Grassmann wrote a force law
between two current elements as
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this end the standard procedure is
Here the magnetic field dB of a current element I;!fI2 is defined
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1820 Oersted performed his famous experiments with the

needle near a current-carrying wire. Motivated by
experiments, Ampere performed between 1820 and 1827
of classical experiments and arrived at the force exerted
current element ltill on I I d1]. It can be written as

" -(~J4.)IJ,(i/r')r2(dI, . dI) - 3(i' dI,)(i· dI)l.
(4)

411' X 10- 7 kg-m'C-2 is the vacuUlll
. Integrating tILis expression, Ampere obtained the
exerted by a dosed circuit of arbitrary form carrying a
12 on a current element l,dl J of another circuit, namely,
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Operating the double crOSs product in Eq. (8) yields
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It should be remarked that Grassmann never performed a
single experiment to arrive at these expressions. He created the
modem scalar and vector products and wrote these expressions
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as applications of his mathematics, Obviously, when we integrate
Eq, (8) over the closed circuit C2 acting on a current element of
another circuit I,tiI, we obtain the same as Ampere's integrated
expression, Eq, (5).
Despite this fact, Ampere never wrote an expression for the
magnetic field of a current element or of a closed circuit. He
always worked with forces and arrived only at (4) and (5), while
never writing or defining expressions (6) and (7).
Wilhelm Weber (1804-1891) presented his force exerted by
charge q2 on ql in 1846:

(11)

r

In this expression = dr/dt, ;: = rrrldf, and c is the ratio of
electromagnetic to electrostatic UlritS of charge. This was the first
time thi~ electromagnetic constant appeared in physics, Its value
was first measured ten years later, in 1856, by Weber and
Kohlrausch, who found c = 3 x 108 m 'S-I. In the mksa system
it is given by c = 1I(lloeo)'J2, Although we have three constants
here. only one of them is measured experimentally. Usually we
define Ilo by Ilo = 47r X 10- 7 kg'm·e 2, and eo is defined as
eo = Illtor, In this case only c is measurable.
Alternatively, we could define Ilo = 47r X 10 7 kg·m·e- z and
c = 1/(/loCO)I.'2 and then only eo would be measurable, In any
case only one of these constants is measured, the other two being
defined, In the cgs·-Gaussian system Ito and eo do not appear,
only c. This is one of the most important advantages of this
system, since it avoids superfluous constants. Incidentally, it
should be remarked that the cgs or absolute system owes its
existence to Gauss and his collaborator, Wilhelm Weber.
Weber arrived at this force in order to unify electrostatics
(Coulomb's force) with electrodynamics rAmpere's force (4)],
so that he could derive from a single force both expressions. He
also succeeded in deriving Faraday's law of induction (1831)
from his force.
Historically he began with Eqs. (t) and (4) and arrived at (11)
supposing tbat the usual conduction current in metallic conductors is due to the motion of charges. The opposite procedure,
namely, to begin with Weber's force and arrive at Ampere's
force, is easily done. To this end we work with neutral current
elements, 11ti11 being composed of dqJ, and dq,_, I:fIIl being
composed of dq2~ and dq2-> such that dq,_ = -dq1+ and
dq2_ = -dqw Then we add the forces of the positive and
negative charges of I;fiI2 on the positive and negative charges of
I1d1 1 and utilize that ( j = (1_ = r" r H = r 2 __ = r 2 (infinitesimal current elements) and that

To see this it is only necessary to remember that as r = r(t)
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Weher's potential energy was also the first ex-ample in physics;
of a potential energy that depends not only on the distance
between the interacting bodies, but also on their velocities. As
is wen known, this was a very fruitful idea.
Between 1869 and 1871 Weber succeeded in proving that his
force law was consistent with the principle of conservation of
energy. In particular, he showed that two charges interacting
through his force law would keep the value E = T + U constant' "
in time, where U is given by (13), and T is the classical kinetic
energy of the system given by
(15) .

With the charges ql and q2 located at r j and r 2 moving relative
to an inertial frame with velocities Vj = dr/dt and V 2 = d(2/dt,
and with accelerations 8 1 = dv/dt = dTJ/df and 8 2 = dvJdt ""
tfrzldt 2 we can define
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This transfonns Eq. (11) into the form
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Two years later, in 1848, he presented his velocity-dependent
potential energy from which be could derive his force utilizing
Eq. (3), namely,
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(22)

In 1868 Newnano succeeded in writing Weber's electrodynamics in the Lagrangian fonnulation. To this end he introduced the Lagrangian energy UL given by
(23)
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His Lagrangian was then given by L = T - UL , where T is
given by Eq. (IS).
Weber's force (22) can be obtained from this Lagrangian by
the standard procedure. For instance, the x component of the
force exerted by q2 on ql is given by
(24)

Note the sign change in front of i in Eqs. (13) and (23). This
. also happens in classical electromagnetism, as we will see.
The Hamiltonian H for a two-panicle system is given by

(25)

In Weber's electrodynamics it is found to be the conserved
energy of the system, namely,

H=E=T+V

(27)

is half the present-day value. More interesting is the
momi"g of the velocity v to Thomson. He wrote explicitly in
paper that this was the actual velocity of the particle of
q and explained what he meant by actual velocity: "It
,be remarked mat what we have for convenience called the
velocity of the particle is, in fact, the velocity of the
relative to the medium through which it is moving ... ,
whose magnetic permeability is /L." This shows that to
)ooom"lll this was not the velocity of q relative to the obst:rver.
1889 Heaviside(4) obtained F = qv x B. This is what we
today for the magnetic force acting on a charge. Although
did not discuss the meaning of v in this expression, it
clear from the title of his paper that he accepted the same
";;;:~:ti': as that of Thomson. This is even more evident
,b
that he was criticizing Thomson's work, but did not
single word against Thomson's interpretation of v.
: H.A. Lorentz (1853-1928) presented his force law in 1895.
our knowledge he never perfooned a single experiment to
at his expression. What were his motivations? Here we
his words in his famous book The Theory of Electrons.
brackets are our words and the modem presentation of
of his foonulas (for instance, [a' b] is nowadays usually
~r"ented by a x b). He utilizes the cgs system of units:
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notT+ Vr..
We now discuss Lorentz's force F = qE + qv x B. First, let
present how the magnetic component appeared.
The first to write something similar to v X B was J.J.
.~~~~:~,in 1881, Ref. 2, and Ref. 3, p. 306. Utilizing
}.'
'theory to arrive at the force exerted by a magnet on
a charged body, he obtained
F = q(v x 8)12.

However this may be, we must certainly speak of such a
thing as the force acting on a charge, or on an electron, on
charged maUer, whichever appellation you prefer. Now, in
accordance with the general principles of Maxwell's theory,
we shall consider this force as caused by the state of the
ether, and even, since this medium pervades the electrons,
as exerted by the ether on all internal points of these
particles where there is a charge. If we divide the whole
electron into elements of volume, there will be a force
acting on each element and determined by the state of the
ether existing within it. We shall suppose dIal this force is
proportional to the charge of the element, so that we only
want to know the force acting per unit charge. This is what
we can now properly call the electric force. We shall
represent it by f. The formula by which it is determined,
and which is the one we still have to add to (17) to (20)
(Maxwell's equation's], is as follows:

Like our fomler equations, it is got by generalizing the
results of electromagnetic experiments. The first term
represents the force acting on an electron in an electrostatic
field; indeed, in this case, the force per unit charge must be
wholly determined by the dielectric displacement. On the
other hand, the part of the force expressed by the second
term may be derived from the law according to which an
element of a wire carrying a current is acted on by a
magnetic field with a force perpendicular to itself and the
lines of force, an action, which in our units may be represented in vector notation by
F " ':Ii'hl

c

where i is the intensity of the current considered as a
vector, and s the length of the element. According to the
theory of electrons, F is made up of all the forces with
which the field h acts on the separate electrons moving in
the wire. Now, simplifying the question by the assumption
of only one kind of moving electrons with equal charges e
and a common velocity v, we may write

si

=

Nev,

if N is the whole number of these particles in the element
s. Hence
F = Nelclv' hl.

so that, dividing by Ne, we find for the force per unit
charge

verv . hI.
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As an interesting and simple application of this result,
may mention the explanation it affords of the induction
current that is produced in a wire moving across the
magnetic lines of force. The two kinds of electrons having
the velocity v of the wire are in this case driven in opposite
directions by forces which are determined by our formula.

similar confusion would appear in classical physics with,
instance, a frictional force acting on a projectile on Earth
air resistance. Supposing it proportional to the velocity v of the
projectile, it can be written as
.

9. After having been led in one particular case to the
existence of the force d, and in another to that of the force
lIeTv' h], we now combine the two in the way shown in
the equation (23), going beyond the direct result of experi~
ments by the assumption that in general the two forces exist
at the same time. If, for example, an electron were moving
in a space traversed by Hertzian waves, we could calculate
the action of dIe field on it by means of the values of d and
h, such as they are at the point of the field occupied by the
particle. (Ref. 5, p. 14.J

We always work with v being the velocity of the projectile relative
to the air. For instance, jf there is a wind velocity v... relative to
the surface of the Earth and the projectile is moving relative to
the Earth with a velocity Yp , then to apply Newton's laws
case we would write the damping force as F[ = -b(vp - V,.),·'
A great confusion would arise if we said that the velocity v in
Eq. (28) should be the velocity of the projectile relative to the .
Earth, independent of dIe wind. For the formula to work, we
would need in this case to say that the constant b would then .
depend on the wind, etc. A greater confusion would arise if we
said that Y in Eq. (28) were the velocity of the projectile relative.
to the observer and not to the wind or the Earth. Then for the .
fomll11a to work, the constant b would need to be a complicated,
function depending on the observer and on the wind.
This is exactly what happened with the classical electromagnetic force acting on a charge. The simplest thing would be
to say that the velocity v in qv x B was the velocity of q
relative to the magnet or wire generating B. But what they said
was that this velocity should be meant as the velocity of q
relative to a mediwn of magnetic permeability p.. Then they
changed this meaning and said it was the velocity of the charge
relative to a very specific medium, the ether. Then they changed
it again saying that it was the velocity of the charge relative to
the observer. In this case, for the fomlUla to work we need to
say that the electric and magnetic fields are a function of the
observer, that E transforms into B depending on the frame of
reference, etc.
Lienard, Wiechert, and Schwarzschild. working in the period
1898 to 1903, obtained expressions for the electric and magnetic
fields due to a point charge qz located at rit), moving with
instantaneous velocity V 2 and instantaneous acceleration a 2 at
time t. Taking into account time retardation, the electric and
magnetic fields at another point r] on the same time t are given
by (after a Taylor expansion of all quantities which depend on
the retarded time t - ric around t and going only up to the
second order in lie)

We agree with O'Rahilly when he said that this proof of the
formula is extremely unsatisfactory, and when he added:
There are two overwhelming objections to this alleged
generalization. (I) The two "particular cases" here "com~
bined" are quite incompatible. In the one case we have
charges at rest, in the other the charges are moving; they
cannot be both stationary and moving. (2) Experiments with
a "wire carrying a current" have to do with neutral
currents, yet the derivation contradicts this neutrality.
IRef. 6, p. 561.1

A very important quest is to know the meaning of the velocity
that appears in Lorentz's force. Is it dle velocity of the charge
q relative to what? Some options are the foUowing: relative to
the macroscopic source of the field (namely, a magnet or a
current carrying wire), relative to the magnetic field itself,
relative to an inertial or arbitrary observer, relative to the
laboratory or the Earth, relative to the average motion of the
charges (usually electrons) generating the field, and relative to
the B field detector. As we can see from the above quotation
(" .. .force as caused by the state of the ether, and even, since this
medium pervades the electrons, as exerted by the ether..."), to
Lorentz it was originally the velocity of the charge relative to the
ether and not, for instance. relative to the observer. To him, the
ether was in a state of absolute rest relative to the frame of fixed
stars.
A relevant aspect to take notice is that all of dlese works of
Thomson, Heaviside, and Lorentz were written after Maxwell's
death in 1879.
The change of meaning for the velocity that appears in
Lorentz's force came with Einstein's paper of 1905 on the
special theory of relativity. In it Einstein begins to interpret this
velocity as the velocity of charge q relative to an observer or
frame of reference. To us, this is the origin of all dIe confusion
that has plagued theoretical physics ever since.
This frequent change in the meaning of v in a fonnula so
important is very strange, confusing, and unusual in physics. A
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This means that the force on q] located at r](t) due to q!
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located at rlt) is given in 'Classical electromagnetism by (up to
the second order in lie, inclusive)

2. CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN WEBER'S FORCE AND LORENTZ'S

FORCE

What should be stressed here is that in the right-hand side of
(29) to (31) all the quantities are calculated at the present
t and not at the retarded time t ~ rle.
In 1920 Darwin obtained a potential energy from which he
'could derive this expression in the Lagrangian formalism and
;which is consistent with Einstein's special theory of relativity. It
given by

u~

q,q,

~ [I

47reo r

_ v, 'v, ' (v, ''l(v,
2e 2

.n].

(32)

The force (31) can be obtained from (32) by (24).
.-, The Hamiltonian, F-fJ, and the conserved energy of the system,
are found to be, by (25),
(33)

(34)

u'

~

I!:,~~~~ be the classical kinetic energy of the system, (15),
mechanical energy of the two charges if we want
treatment:
(35)

we went only up to second order in lie in Darwin's
energy, the same should be done in (35).
the sign change in front of the terols in the velocity
charges that appears in Darwin's Lagrangian potential
Up, and in the expression that appears in the conserved
Un in Eq. (33). As we saw previously, this had hapin Weber's electrodynamics (comparing (13) and (23)1.

The main difference between these two expressions is that
Weber's force is completely relational. By the term relational we
mean any force that depends only on the relative distance, velocity, acceleration, derivative of the acceleration, etc., between the
interacting bodies. That is, any force that depends on r, i, T,
d)rldf', .... Newton's force of universal gravitation and Coulomb's force in electrostatics are of this kind. It was this unique
characteristic that made us work with Weber's force in the first
place. The classical damping forces are also of this kind, since
they depend on the relative velocity between the particle and the
medium (air, water, ... ) where it is moving. Lorentz's force, on
the other hand, depends on the velocity of the test charge
relative to the observer and not on the relative velocities between
the test charge and the charges with which it is interacting.
We also have that Weber's force is always along the straight
line connecting the two charges, no matter how they are moving,
while Lorentz's force may have different orientations depending
on the velocity and accelerations of the charges.
Another difference is that while Weber's force is symmetrical
in the velocities and accelerations, the same does not happen
with Lorentz's force. For instance, while in Weber's force (22)
there are components of the force depending on the square of the
velocities of both charges and also on the accelerations of both
charges, the same does not happen with Eq. (31). This last one
depends on the square of the velocity of the source charge (the
charge that generates the fields), but not on the square of the
velocity of the test charge (the charge that is feeling or reacting
to the force). It also depends on the acceleration of the source
charge, but not on the acceleration of the test charge.
While Weber's force always complies with the principle of
action and reaction, the sanle does not happen in general with
Lorentz's force, but only in some very specific cases and symmetrical situations. It is usually argued that this is a positive
aspect for Lorentz's force ber;;ause it implies that the charges do
not interact directly with one another, but only with the fields
generated by the other charge. The typical picture is that when
you accelerate one charge relative to an inertial frame, it will
generate an electromagnetic field that will propagate from this
charge at light velocity. Only when this field reaches the other
cbarge will it be accelerated by it. So we do not need to have
action and reaction. But there is one problem with this picture.
As we saw previously in Eq. (33), there is conservation of
energy for this two-charge system even in classical electromagnetism. How can the energy of the charges (not taking into
account any energy stored in the electromagnetic field) be
conserved in this example, which illustrates the classical picture?
The first charge oscillates, then remains at rest, there is a short
time interval in which both charges are at rest, and then the
second charge is accelerated and oscillates. The formula (33)
implies that during all this time at least one of the charges needs
to be in motion; they cannot both be stationary, as will happen
in this classical picture during the time interval in which the field
is traveling from one charge to the other.
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Another major difference between Weber's electrodynamics
and classical electromagnetism is 'that we do not need to talk
about fields with Weber's force. The only things that matter are
the charges, their distance, relative velocities, and relative accelerations. The electromagnetic fields may be introduced in
Weber's electrodynamics but only as mathematical constructs
without any physical reality. On the other hand, in classical electromagnetism the fields are all important. They are the inter mediate agents between the charges, they carry energy and
moment, after their generation they exist independent of the
charges, etc.

3. DIFFERENT EXPERlMENT AL PREDICTIONS
Can these two force laws be distinguished experimentally? The
answer is yes. Here we discuss some possibilities. First, let us
talk about forces between currents. With Weber's force we can
derive Ampere's force between current elements, but not
Grassmann's force. On the other hand, with Lorentz's force we
can derive only Grassmann's force, but not Ampere's force. If
these two forces (Ampere and Grassmann) can be distinguished
experimentally, then we can eliminate one of these expressions
(Weber or Lorentz), whichever is against the experimental
findings. We are not going to discuss any of these experiments,
but refer the reader to some important literature regarding this
subject, which can be found, for instance, in Refs. 7 to II.
Related to this topic we can mention anodler interesting
aspect. Helmholtz presented a general expression for the electromagnetic energy between two current elements. (12_14) It is
given by

[

1 +k dl, ·d~ + 1 -k (t .dl,)(r.d~)] .
2
r
2
r

(36)
According to him, with k = 0 we have classical electromagnetism (Maxwell's theory), with k = -1 we have Weber's
electrodynamics, and with k = I we have the result proposed by
Neumann.
We can show that this is indeed the case calculating from
Eqs. (13) and (34) the energy of interaction between two current
elements. Adding the energy of dqH interacting with dql + and
dql_, with the energy of dq2_ interacting with dq1+ and dql_
yields, with Eq. (12),

where M is called the coefficient of mutual induction betw,,~·
these two circuits (introduced by Neumann in 1845).
It is then easily seen that for this case of two different closed ,
circuits the energy of the two circuits will be given in classical
electromagnetism and in Weber's electrodynamics by

c

This result would also arise from Helmholtz's general expressi"n
(36), since the integrated result is independent of k.
For part of a closed circuit interacting with the remainder
this circuit we may have different values according to Weber's:
electrodynamics or classical electromagnetism.
We now discuss a specific difference between Weber's force,
and LOTentz's force. In principle, it may be put to experimental,
test so that in the near future we can decide between these two
force laws directly, and not indirectly as it would happen if we
could decide between Ampere's force and Grassmann's force.
We discussed this new situation at length in two recent
papers. (15.16)
Suppose we have a spherical shell made of a dielectric
material, charged unifonnly with a total charge Q. The shell has
a radius R and is spinning relative to the Earth with an angular
velocity w(t). Putting the center of the shell (which is always at
rest relative to the Earth) at the origin of a coordinate system,
we can calculate the force on a test particle q located inside the
shell at r(t) (r < R) and moving with velocity v and acceleration
a relative to the Earth. With Weber's force (22) we get
F

=

qQ
121feJ?c 2

[a + w x (w x r)

+ 2v

x w + r x dW]
(41)

Let us concentrate on the situation in which dwldt = 0, so that
the last term on this equation can be neglected.
Classically this last situation yields amy a constant electrical
potential inside the shell, so that it generates no electric field. On
the other hand, it generates a uniform and constant magnetic
field anywhere inside the shell given by (Ref. 17, pp. 61, 250;
Ref. 18. pp. 229. 289)

(37)

(38)

(42)

This means that the net force on the cbarge according to
Lorentz's force is
F = qv

These expressions are the electromagnetic energies of interaction
of two current elements in Weber's electrodynamics (first expression) and in classical electromagnetism (second expression).
In order to obtain the energy of interaction of two different
closed circuits C1 and C2 we utilize that
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dt

x

B = (qQv

x w)/6Jrccft<?

°

(43)

Comparing Eqs. (41) with dwldt = and (43) we can see that
in this case Lorentz's force is omy one component of Weber's
force, namely, the equivalent to an electrical Coriolis force. On
the other band, there are two components of Weber's force that
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have no equivalent in classical electromagnetism: the cemrifugal
electrical force mw w X (w x r) and the inertial electrical force
mwa, where we defined what we call Weber's inertial Illass m..,
by m... = qQI127rcr/?c".
These are great differences between the two forces and could
be put under experimental scrutiny. Even for a stationary and
nouspinning shell the two laws predict different results. While
the shell will not exert any force whatsoever on any internal
partide according to classical electromagnetism, Weber's expression predicts a force due to the shell on any internal charged
particle that is accelerated by any means (by other charged
bodies, by magnets, springs, etc.). The effect of this term is
equivalent to a change in the inertial mass of the test charge
which would depend on the charge and radius of the shell, or on
its electric potential V = Q/4nr/? There is no equivalent of this
effect in classical electromagnetism, since Lorentz's force does
!lot depend on the acceleration of the test charge. According
. to Weber's electrodynamics and Newtonian mechanics, the test

charge would behave inside a charged spherical shell as if it had
an effective inertial mass given by m - mw , where m is its usual
inertial mass.
What is the order of magnitude of this effect? If we take an
electron as our test particle, we could make its effective inertial
mass double its usual value of 9 x 10- 31 kg or make it go to
zero accelerating it inside a spherical shell charged to a potential
of V = ± 1.5 X 10" V.
Will it happen? We believe Weber's force will be vindicated by
experiments of this kind, but only nature can give the final 3illiwer.
Further discussion on the topics presented in this paper can be
found in the recent book, Weber's Electrodynamics.(l9)
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Risume
Nous faisons une comparaison entre les forces de Weber et de Lorentz. Tout d'abord, nous
discutons de leur apparition du point de vue historique. Puis, nous montrons leurs differences
theoriques et com:eptuelles. Finalement, nous discutons de predictions d'e.xperiences en
montrant comment on peu! distinguer ces deux e.xpresJions en laboratoire.
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